FLOOR13PAROKCOU | Oak Country | Brushed | Natural Oiled

ENGINEERED REAL WOOD FLOORING

At the heart of the Meister flooring family is innovation. With almost 200 registered patents they are world
leaders and game changers, bringing creative and innovative ideas to the market place. Not only are Meister
producing flooring that is innovative and beautiful it is also environmentally friendly and carries a wide range
of certifications to prove it, so while you can expect the absolute best quality floor guaranteed by Meister you
can also be safe in the knowledge that it is safe for you and your family. Our exclusive range of Meister
flooring carries the following certifications:

We offer flooring options that are suitable for residential and commercial applications. The entire range is
simple and quick to install using the Clic system and easy to maintain and clean.

LINDURA

WORLD FIRST
WOOD FLOORING REVOLUTION
INCREDIBLY STRONG BEAUTIFUL UNIQUE
Meister’s Lindura Flooring is a game-changer, a
revolution in wood flooring technology. This
innovative floor has already been said to have the
potential to change the flooring market in years to
come. It opens up a whole new dimension in the
sustainable use of valuable raw materials and in the
toughness of wooden flooring.
This unique high-tech floor combines a real wood
covering layer, wood powder (made from fine wood
powders and other natural additives) and an HDF
middle layer under high heat and pressure to
produce a floor that is exceptionally beautiful,
incredibly strong, pleasantly warm under foot,
resistant, easy to lay and maintain and suitable for
commercial and residential applications.
The real wood covering layers, with their wealth of
cracks, knot holes and pores, provide the perfect
conditions for a secure connection to the natural
wood powder material. The wood powder helps
to bring out all of the distinctive knots, cracks and
wooden pores in the wood. The floor is then oiled to
give it a more natural appearance, the end result is a
stunningly beautiful vintage look floor.

Lindura

Colour		
Oak Lively

Lindura

Colour		
Clay Grey Oak

FLOOR11LINGROK | Clay Grey Oak | Brushed

Code		
Surface Finish
FLOOR11LINOKLIV Brushed		

Thickness
11mm		

Plank Size
2200mm x 270mm

Code		
Surface Finish
FLOOR11LINGROK Brushed		

Thickness
11mm		

Plank Size
2200mm x 270mm

MODERN PARQUET
THE NEW CLASSICS
ELEGANT BEAUTIFUL RUSTIC
INNOVATIVE

Parquet flooring has always been considered beautiful, but
it’s not normally at the top of the list when selecting a new
floor for our homes. Why? The difficulty factor of laying
this floor and the resultant cost has put many consumers
off this beautiful product. Meister has changed all that,
they have taken this timeless classic and made it modern,
on trend and without the price tag.
Our range of Meister Longlife Parquet is available in these
stunning finishes:
•

3D PLANKED PARQUET: craftsmanship down to the
tiniest detail. The new three-dimensional finish is
handcrafted using varying thicknesses of wood to
create a truly three-dimensional structure.

•

CHECKERBOARD PARQUET: a true classic reinvented.
The Checkerboard Parquet gives the look of a
traditional parquet floor but reinvented in a truly modern
and skilful way.

•

RUSTIC PLANKED PARQUET: the planked parquet
look, reminiscent of those decades old wooden floors
with uneven cracks and joints worked into the planks
during production, accentuating the wood’s unspoilt
and natural characteristics.

FLOOR13.5PARSO | Antique Silver Oak | 3D | Brushed | Natural Oiled

FLOOR13.5PUROAK | Pure Oak | Brushed | Natural Oiled

FLOOR13PARPURCOU | Pure Oak Country | Brushed | Natural Oiled

Planked Parquet
Colour		Code			Surface Finish
Pure Oak Country FLOOR13PARPUROC
Brushed		

Thickness
13mm		

Plank Size
2400mm x 255mm

Thickness
13mm		

Plank Size
2400mm x 255mm

Thickness
13.5mm		

Plank Size
2400mm x 200mm

Planked Parquet
Colour		Code			Surface Finish
Oak Country
FLOOR13PAROKCOU
Brushed		

3D Planked Parquet
Colour		
Code		
Surface Finish		
Antique Silver Oak FLOOR135PARSOK 3D, Brushed		

Checkerboard Parquet
Colour		Code			Surface Finish
Thickness
Plank Size
Pure Oak		FLOOR13.5SPUROAK
Brushed		13.5mm		485mm x485mm

INTELLIGENT QUALITY : EASY & QUICK TO INSTALL
MEISTER flooring is not only stunningly beautiful in its appearance, it is also incredibly easy to install using the universal
UNICLIC system, the QUADROCLIC for the square Herringbone Parquet and Meister’s very own patented MASTERCLIC
PLUS that makes laying large planks a breeze . . .

QUADROCLIC
The QUADROCLIC technology is used in the installation of
the Checkerboard Parquet making installation easy and the
connection between each panel more durable and secure.

MASTERCLIC PLUS
This patented locking system, which replaces the Uniclic connection on the short side, aids in the fast and extremely
secure laying of your Meister floor. It works as follows:

1

The flooring is lowered
right next to the
neighbouring plank.

2

After lowering, flooring
is not yet locked at the
ends.

3

The tongue is only
activated when the
next row is laid.

4

This results in a
completely secure
connection.

THE BENEFITS OF A MEISTER FLOOR . . .

MEISTER’S range of real wood flooring has many excellent properties, these are all highlighted below across the
PARQUET and LINDURA flooring ranges.

LINDURA

EXCEPTIONALLY
DURABLE

Thanks to the fusion of wood
and high-tech materials

NOISE
REDUCING

Thanks to its own weight

EASY TO CLEAN

Due to cleaning and protective
impregnation in one working cycle

ENERGY-SAVING

Due to low thermal resistance

FRIENDLY TO THE
ENVIRONMENT

Due to the responsible use of
raw materials

HEALTHY
LIVING

Due to the use of natural materials

INDIVIDUAL

Thanks to its exceptional format

SPACIOUS

Thanks to its impressive chateau
plank formation

STABLE

Due to the extremely resistant
HDF middle layer

PLANKED CHECKERBOARD
PARQUET
PARQUET

